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Abstract

Today’s vehicles are increasingly controlled by embedded computer systems. Such systems are of safety-critical nature, where an error in the computation could have dire consequences. A common way to ensure that software works is testing, but as the complexity of these systems grows larger it gets harder to ensure enough coverage in the tests.

Another way to ensure that software fulfills its requirements is formal verification, where properties of the code are proven mathematically to hold under certain conditions. Formal verification gives a higher level of confidence in the correctness of code than testing alone, but it is not as widely used within the industry. This project has examined whether current state-of-the-art tools for formal verification are ready to be used to verify real-life safety-critical code.

To answer this, a case study on a module running in Scania’s vehicles was performed. Several of the requirements were successfully verified. The thesis also identifies for what type of code and requirements this is possible, and describes a process for how it can be done.
Verifiering av funktionella krav på inbyggd
C-kod i motorfordon

Idag kontrolleras fordon allt mer av inbyggda datorsystem. Sådana system är säkerhetskritiska, där ett fel kan ha ödesdigra konsekvenser. Ett vanligt sätt att försäkra sig om att mjukvaran fungerar är testning, men när komplexiteten av dessa system växer blir det allt svårare att försäkra sig om att testen har tillräcklig täckning.

Ett annat sätt att försäkra sig om att mjukvaran uppfyller dess krav är formell verifiering, där egenskaper hos kodens bevisas matematiskt att hålla under vissa villkor. Formell verifiering ger ett högre förtroende för kods korrekthet än vad enbart testning skulle göra, men används ännu inte i lika stor utsträckning inom industrin. Detta projekt har undersökt huruvida moderna verktyg för formell verifiering är mogna att användas för att verifiera riktig säkerhetskritisk kod.

För att svara på detta har en fallstudie av en modul i Scania fordon genomförts. Flera av dess krav lyckades verifieras. Rapporten identifierar också för vilka typer av kod och krav detta är möjligt, och beskriver en process för hur det kan utföras.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the problem, objective and method of this thesis.

1.1 Background

Formal verification refers to the process of proving properties of code, and it is an active and important area of research. There are many tools available for this purpose, both of commercial and academic nature. Most of these tools apply some form of Hoare logic to specify annotations in the source code. These annotations can then be verified by performing a static analysis of the code, often with techniques building on weakest precondition calculus. Two such tools are VCC, developed by Microsoft Research, and Frama-C, developed by French research institutes CEA and Inria. These tools have been used to prove functional properties of software in a number of projects, and this thesis aims to study their application in real life scenarios further.

Scania is a well known company, mostly associated with the trucks and buses that they manufacture. Functions in these vehicles are increasingly being controlled by advanced computer systems, some of which are of safety-critical nature and are expected to adhere to strict safety standards. The embedded programs running in these systems are written in C. Being able to formally prove that they functionally follow all requirements is of great interest to the company making them, especially as the industry is moving towards autonomous vehicles.

In particular, road vehicle manufacturers will soon be expected to adhere to the international standard for functional safety ISO 26262 [22], which recommends formal verification of safety-critical components.
1.2 Problem

The question that was examined in this thesis is:

*How can state-of-the-art verification tools be utilised to verify that embedded C code adheres to the functional requirements imposed by safety standards? Under what limitations on the code and its requirements is this possible?*

1.3 Objective

The thesis aimed to identify the extent to which modern tools for formal verification can be used in real-life situations, to verify actual requirements imposed on safety-critical code. This includes identifying what type of requirements and code that can be reasoned about, as well as potential problems that might occur, and how to avoid them.

1.4 Method

To answer the question a case study was performed, where state-of-the-art verification tools were used to try to verify the requirements of a module in a safety-critical embedded system that is used in real life scenarios. The code base used in the case study was the module controlling steering systems in Scania’s vehicles, which is part of a larger embedded system written in C.

The tools Frama-C and VCC were initially selected as a starting point, since they are two of the most known and mature tools for verifying C code. Then, a preliminary comparison was performed, in order to choose the tool most suitable for the code base, its requirements, and workflow of the company.

The formal verification process was performed by selecting a set of appropriate requirements and annotating the code such that a tool could verify its correctness. The selection of requirements and annotation process was continuously evaluated as more was learnt about the capabilities of the verification tool.

1.5 Delimitations

The thesis is focused only on the type of code, requirements and issues that are present in the software that is the subject of the case study. This includes only examining the possibilities of verifying sequential code with simple program flows, as well as only describing processes for formal verification of a single C module. Additionally, verification will only be attempted for requirements that can interpreted as functional.
1.6 Contribution

The thesis describes the process of annotating a code base in order to formally verify its requirements, in a way that is compatible with current tools, including methods for decomposing requirements on a module to the level of functions. It also proposes guidelines for how to write C code that is more easily verified, and identifies what limitations the requirements must adhere to to be verifiable.

The results are of value to developers producing safety-critical software, as it will serve as guidance for writing code that can be integrated in a process of continuous formal verification.

It is also of interest to developers of the verification tools themselves, as it provides insight into how the tools are used and what their limitations are in real scenarios.

1.7 Ethics and Sustainability

As embedded automotive software become more complex, the methods for verifying their correctness must become more sophisticated. Formal verification is a more rigorous approach, that provides larger coverage than other commonly used methods, such as testing. By providing insight into how formal verification can be used to ensure that automotive systems adhere to their requirements, this thesis will help make vehicles safer for all road-users, which has both social and economic benefits. Better functioning vehicles will also have less impact on the environment.

1.8 Collaboration

The practical work in the project was done in collaboration with another student, John Eriksson, whose thesis will focus on formalising a requirements model for embedded systems. A summary of the results can be found in section 6.4.

1.9 Structure

Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to the problem and the methods used.

Chapter 2 presents the relevant theoretical background.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of related work done within the area.

Chapter 4 presents the results of the preliminary comparison of the two verification tools.

Chapter 5 describes the code base and requirements on which the case study was performed.
Chapter 6 discusses what type of requirements can be verified by current tools, and gives a brief overview of a model for formalizing requirements.

Chapter 7 describes the process of producing an annotated code base for verification.

Chapter 8 gives some guidelines for writing easily verifiable code.

Chapter 9 presents the quantitative results of the case study.

Chapter 10 contains the conclusions of the thesis.

Appendix A presents a full example module with requirements and annotated source code.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents the background theory of the thesis.

2.1 Formal Verification

The first serious attempt at providing a basis for being able to formally define the meaning of a program was done in [14], which provided a calculus for reasoning about arbitrary flowcharts.

This calculus was then built upon in [17], which introduced a formal system usually known as Hoare logic that enables reasoning about correctness of programs written in any well-defined language. Central to Hoare logic is the triple:

\[
\{P\} S \{Q\}
\]

where \(P\) and \(Q\) are logical expressions and \(S\) is a set of statements. The notation states that whenever \(P\) (the precondition) holds, executing \(S\) will result in a state where \(Q\) (the postcondition) is true, if \(S\) terminates. This formal system also includes axioms for arithmetic and assignment, as well as inference rules for how to transform and combine logical expressions with the execution of different statements. Thus, this provides a basis for logically proving functional properties of programs.

Most modern verification tools use a notation similar to the above triple to specify function contracts, which then define what conditions will be met after executing a function depending on what state it was executed from.

One of the inference rules presented in the paper is the Rule of Composition:

\[
\frac{\{P\} S_1 \{R\} \quad \{R\} S_2 \{Q\}}{\{P\} S_1; S_2 \{Q\}}
\]

This rule allows deduction of a new assertion for the execution of \(S_1\) followed by \(S_2\) by proving two partial assertions over \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) separately.

This system was then further expanded upon with the introduction of Weakest Precondition calculus [11] (or Predicate Transformer semantics). We say that if
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If \( P \Rightarrow Q \) then \( Q \) is weaker than \( P \). The weakest precondition \( W = \text{wp}(S, Q) \) is a condition that is necessary and sufficient to reach \( Q \) after \( S \) has been executed, or in other words, for all \( P \) such that \( \{ P \} S \{ Q \} \) holds then \( P \Rightarrow W \). Since only one weakest precondition for any pair \( S, Q \) can exist this calculus is functional, while the Hoare calculus is merely relational, and the following expression always holds:

\[
\{\text{wp}(S, Q)\}S\{Q\}
\]

This technique is also central to formal program verification, as tools usually verify a function \( f \) by calculating the weakest precondition \( W \) from the function body and the postcondition \( Q \), and then try to automatically prove that the precondition \( P \) implies \( W \). Formalised as a Hoare rule it can be stated as:

\[
\frac{(P \Rightarrow W) \quad \{ W \} f \{ Q \}}{\{ P \} f \{ Q \}}
\]

These simple rules and transformer semantics are not efficient enough to directly be used to automatically modern complex programs, and much progress has been made since their introduction [20].

Another problem is that these formal systems only capture mathematical properties, which do not correlate with the real world systems that the formal model is applied to. In real systems a stronger model is needed, that capture issues such as invalid memory and aliasing.

Even ignoring the above complication, not all properties that hold in an execution can be proven to do so. A common example is the halting problem, which was introduced in [23]. It is the problem of determining whether a given program will at some point stop running. The paper proved that the halting problem is undecidable, that is no algorithm can exist that solves the problem for all inputs.

2.2 Embedded Systems

The code base this case study is performed on is part of an automotive embedded system. An embedded system is usually a micro-processor based system designed to perform a specific function or set of functions, as opposed to a general purpose system that is programmable by the user [16]. Embedded systems are commonly used to control real-time and safety-critical software, such as an automotive system. Specifically the case study will be performed on the module controlling the steering system of automotive vehicles, which is both safety-critical and real-time.

Such an embedded system may also be described as cyber-physical system (CPS). A CPS is an engineered system where the software is tightly and seamlessly integrated with physical components [19]. In the system that is the subject of this case study the software directly controls physical components in the steering system, as well as depends upon data from physical sensors.

An embedded system can often be viewed at as a purely functional relation between the variables of its environment, in this case a vehicle. It reads a set
of inputs, usually sensors that measures different properties of its surroundings, such as speed or pressure. From this a set of outputs are computed, commonly different types of actuators, which makes the vehicle behave in different ways. This is visualised in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Blackbox view of an embedded system as a function computing a set of outputs from a set of inputs.

### 2.3 The C Language

The software of embedded systems is usually written in C [18], a general-purpose imperative programming language available on almost any platform. It is commonly referred to as a low level language, because it considers objects similar to those of hardware. The fundamental types supported are characters, integers and floating point numbers, which can be organised by arrays, structures, unions and pointers.

Unlike most higher level languages, C only has a weak type system that can be easily circumvented. C also has explicit memory allocation (and deallocation), and memory address arithmetic, and the language allows pointers to different types to be aliased (i.e. chunks of memory pointed to may arbitrarily overlap) [6, 8]. All of this means that memory safety must be explicitly verified. Most verifiers take advantage of the fact that safety-critical C code is usually written in a type-safe manner, and can leverage this by reasoning about the code in much more strongly typed model. Listing 2.1 contains a small C function that has two aliased pointers of different types referring to memory that is manually allocated and deallocated, all features that are usually not be available in languages with stronger type systems.

```c
void main() {
    int * i = malloc(sizeof(int));
    char * c = (char *) i;
    free(i);
}
```

Listing 2.1: C function with aliased pointers of different types.
More current versions of C supports multi-threading, and the embedded system that was used in the case study can as a whole be considered to be concurrent, as many of the physical components are mapped directly to memory. However, intermediate layers exist in the software, so that the individual modules such as the one that was focused on in this project can be considered to be strictly sequential.

2.4 Verification Tools

A wide range of tools for formal verification exist, each for different programming languages and purposes. Since the thesis is focused on verification of safety-critical real-time code, which is usually written in C for performance and portability reasons, the choice of tools was limited to ones supporting this language.

Two of the most well known and widely used tools for formal verification of C code are Frama-C \cite{frama_c} and VCC \cite{vcc}. Both of these tools are based on compositional verification, i.e. functions are annotated with contracts which specify the properties of the function under certain assumptions that the callers of the function must fulfill. They then use deductive reasoning based on weakest precondition calculus to construct proof obligations, which are then discharged by automated theorem provers, to verify the requirements specified as annotations in the C code.

Before any reasoning is performed the program is first checked for compilation errors by a standard compiler, and then translated into an internal logical representation (usually referred to as a ghost state). This internal state includes logical representations of all real program variables, but also many other abstract variables and functions, in order to provide a stronger model in which to reason about the program. The ghost state is only known to the static verifier, and not to the compiler.

Both tools take advantage of the compositional nature of the underlying theory, in that they perform modular verification. This means that functions are verified separately. When a function that calls another function is verified, the tools just assume that callee’s function contract holds, and continues to verify the calling function according to the resulting state.

The annotation languages of both tools are similar in syntax to the C language itself. Many valid C expressions are therefore also valid when used inside annotations, which will be shown in the following sections.

Furthermore, both tools claim to be sound, i.e. that there are no false negatives. This is assuming the absence of any bugs in the implementation.

2.4.1 Frama-C

Frama-C \cite{frama_c, frama_c_book} is a free software tool developed by the two French research institutes CEA and Inria. It is available for Linux and Mac, and can be made to work on Windows via emulation. It is under active development, and commercial support is available from external companies. Apart from functional verification Frama-C
also supports many types of analysis, such as value analysis and program slicing, and because of its modular architecture plugins exist for even more functionality.

There are two standard deductive verification plugins that come with Frama-C, Jessie and WP. WP focuses on parametrisation with regards to the memory model, and was therefore the plugin that was used. It is based on weakest precondition calculus, and generates proof obligations (i.e. mathematical first order logic formulas) from the annotations, which is then submitted to an automatic theorem prover. The standard theorem prover used by WP is Alt-Ergo, but it also supports other ones, e.g. z3. Frama-C also supports the use of interactive proof assistants such as Coq, which can be used as a complement to an automatic theorem prover.

Frama-C only supports analysis of strictly sequential code.

Memory Model

WP supports several memory models, with the two main ones currently being the Hoare model and the Typed model [2].

The Hoare model is the simplest model, directly influenced by the classic weakest precondition calculus. In this historical model programs do not have pointers, and each local and global variable correspond to a distinct logical variable. While the values of pointers can be represented, the model cannot handle reads and writes through them, which means the heap cannot be represented at all. However, this model is very efficient and produces simple proof obligations, which can still make it useful for certain programs or functions.

The Typed model is the default memory model. In this model global and local variables each correspond to a single logical variable just as before. However, there is now also support for reads and writes through pointers, which means a distinction must be made between purely local variables and local variables whose addresses have been taken. The latter type must be proven with more care since it is now susceptible to being changed by side-effects in other function calls.

Pointers in this model is generally represented by a pair of a base address and an offset. The heap is now represented by three memory variables, corresponding to arrays of integers, floating point numbers, and addresses. Pointer values are then translated to a location in one of the arrays. This division is the reason for its name, and simplifies the process of distinguishing between separated memory variables. It also has the consequence that casting between pointers of different types cannot be translated.

Annotations

Frama-C uses a specification language called ANSI/ISO C Specification Language (ACSL) [3] for its annotations. ACSL supports many features, e.g. function pre- and postconditions and invariants over loops and data. The annotations are specified in ordinary C comments, starting with the special character @. An example of a small function contract in Frama-C can be seen in listing [2,2].
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Listing 2.2: Example of function contract in Frama-C.

```c
/*@ requires \valid(a) && \valid(b);
assigns *a, *b;
ensures *a == \old(*b) && *b == \old(*a);
*/
void swap(int * a, int * b);
```

In this example, the only precondition is that both pointers `a` and `b` point to a valid memory location. In function contracts, the keyword `\old` denotes the value of the expression before execution, which is always true of expressions in a precondition, while expressions in a postcondition refer to the value after execution unless otherwise specified. Thus, the postcondition ensures that after execution `a` will contain the value that `b` contained before execution, and vice versa. Also, when a function has side effects you must specify what memory may be changed with the `assigns` keyword, so that calling functions can deduce what memory may have been changed and what is guaranteed to be the same as before the call.

While Frama-C does not support the full ACSL specification, it still has a rich feature set. It supports invariants over loops and data structures, and specification of global lemmas. Ghost code (both variables and functions) can be used to simplify verification, but such code can not have any side-effects, i.e. it may not affect memory other than the ghost state. Frama-C also supports natural arithmetic (as opposed to the unsigned and signed integer arithmetic in C). Because of its type unsafe memory model, some additional annotations (compared to VCC) such as `separated` are needed to prove that pointers are not aliased.

By default Frama-C will also try to prove that every function terminates. For functions that are recursive or contains loops the keyword `decreases` can be used to specify an integer measure, a sequence that will decrease during execution of the function, to help prove the termination. Alternatively, for non-terminating functions, the keyword `terminates` can be used to specify under what conditions the function will halt.

2.4.2 VCC

VCC (Verified Concurrent C) is an open source tool developed by Microsoft Research. It is only available for Windows, and provides integration with Visual Studio. Development of the tool was stopped in 2013.

The deductive reasoning in VCC is performed by a program called Boogie. The proof obligations generated by Boogie from annotations are then passed to an SMT solver, the default being z3.

As the name suggests, VCC focuses on verification of concurrent code.
2.4. VERIFICATION TOOLS

Memory Model

The VCC memory model \[8\] is stronger but similar to Frama-C’s Typed model. In this model, system memory is seen as a set of typed structs, or objects, which is maintained in ghost memory as a type state keeping track of locations of valid objects. The model guarantees that valid objects are always separated, which has the result that objects of different types will never overlap at all, and VCC is thus able to efficiently take advantage of well-written code.

Because of its support for verification of concurrent code, VCC also has an advanced ownership model \[7\], so all objects contain information about their ownership and closedness. Threads are only allowed to perform sequential writes to memory of which it is the owner, and sequential reads to memory that it either owns or can be proven to not change. The heap is actually organised just not as a set of objects, but a set of of trees, where each root represents a thread and every edge indicates ownership by the source vertex. Threads then own their local variables, structs own their fields, and so on. For strictly sequential programs this introduces some extra proof obligations concerning memory ownership and mutability.

Annotations

VCC uses its own specification language \[21\], with annotations enclosed by parenthesis preceded by an underscore, and thus requires a separate header file to be included that removes the annotations during the preprocessing step when compiled. Listing 2.3 shows how a small function contract may look in VCC.

```
#include <vcc.h>
void swap(int * a, int * b)
  _(writes a, b)
  _(ensures *a == \old(*b) && *b == \old(*a))
  _(decreases 0);
```

Listing 2.3: Example of function contract in VCC.

As in Frama-C \old refers to the value of the expression before execution, with similar rules for when an expression is evaluated when the keyword is not present. The postcondition then states the value of the pointers should be swapped. Here there are no explicit precondition (which, again, the keyword requires is used for), although writes, apart from letting the calling function know that the memory location may be changed, has the implicit requirements that the object is mutable (and thus valid memory) and locally owned.

Much like Frama-C, VCC supports annotations for invariants over loops and data, ghost state manipulation, and global lemmas, and other features like natural arithmetic. Since VCC is mainly focused on verification of concurrent code, addi-
tional annotations are provided that are used to prove ownership and mutability of memory locations in order to establish atomicity.

VCC does not prove termination by default, but requires an annotation with the keyword `decreases` in order to do that. Its usage is similar to that in Frama-C, and used with the argument 0 as in listing 2.3. VCC will prove that simple loop-free functions halt. VCC also has another keyword, `recursive`, that is used instead when proving termination of recursive functions.

## 2.5 Functional Requirements for Embedded C Code

The requirements relating to the code base of the case study are mostly written on the module or even system level, and do not include any implementation details, and they are often expressed in something closer to natural language rather than a programming language. Thus, there is a need to identify how these relate to the actual variables of our module’s interface, and finally break them down to function level.

In [24] the authors present a framework for modeling of individual components and the architecture of a CPS at all levels of design. This framework supports the structuring and specification of requirements on components based on the idea of contracts, that splits the responsibilities between components and their environment into guarantees which express properties of the components under the assumption that the environment fulfills its responsibilities. All entities of the system, those in software as well as hardware, are considered as elements in the framework, and these elements are then connected by structuring them in a hierarchical manner to form the architecture. The elements are connected by modeling the interaction with other elements, in the form of expressions over the shared variables of their interfaces.

The above framework is shown in [25] to enable compositional verification of sequential but complex C-programs. A C-program or module is modeled as an architecture by parallel decomposition of specifications to a hierarchy of functions as elements with contracts. A case study within an automotive embedded system is also presented.

In [15] the notion of strongest postconditions, another predicate transformer, is examined. A strongest postcondition $sp(S, P)$ is the strongest predicate $Q$ such that $\{P\} S \{Q\}$ holds, i.e. for all such $Q$ it must be true that $sp(S, P) \Rightarrow Q$. The paper discusses how symbolic execution can be used to formulate calculation of strongest postconditions, which they show provide a framework that can combine deductive methods for correctness proofs with automatic property checking. This could then provide a basis for automation of the process of annotating C programs from requirements on only the highest level functions, which can then be verified using established tools.
Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter presents similar studies that have been performed within formal verification.

Both of the examined tools have been the subject of other case studies, which have resulted in a number of more or less successfully verified programs. In fact, VCC was built with the goal of verifying the Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisor, a virtualiser for Windows, and many decisions in the development of VCC were based on their experiences in this project [6, 8].

In [12] it is examined whether formal specification and verification are suitable to be used in an industrial context. This is done by performing a case study using Frama-C (with WP and Alt-Ergo) to verify safety-critical avionics software. Several aspects are evaluated, such as whether notation and method is within range of an average software engineer, whether the complexity of the formal language is at the same level as the programming language, amount of information available, maturity and stability of the tools, and the kind of feedback provided by the tools. Some obstacles encountered include functions with different behaviour over multiple executions (e.g. by relying on local static variables), formalising input values from subroutines outside the scope of the specification, and redundancy in specifications caused by parts of specifications for lower level functions proliferating to higher level functions. The authors conclude that formalisation of requirements into logic notation is an excellent way to “debug” specifications. They recommend using formal verification only for highly safety-critical code, and only in a team supported by someone with expertise within the area. They also suggest a set of best practices, and workarounds for some of the problems encountered.

Within the same avionics research project another case study was performed [4], in which VCC is used to verify system calls in the microkernel-based operating PikeOS, which is targeted at safety-critical embedded systems. The authors give an overview of their verification process, and describe their model for the underlying hardware, as well as explain how assembly code can be semantically specified so that functions which contains it can be integrated in the verification process. Specifically they show that formal verification tools can be used to prove that large parts of
system calls are exclusively non-concurrent, through the properties of how interrupts are handled.

In [5] a case study utilising Frama-C to verify a critical module of a secure microkernel and virtualisation hypervisor is performed. As the software uses parallel execution, the authors describe a way to simulate this in sequential code, in order to be able to use the chosen tool. They conclude that deductive verification based on automatic theorem provers is a cost effective way to achieve correctness, and also discuss the benefits of combining this approach with interactive proof assistants.

Another case study is [1], where VCC is used to verify a small hypervisor, the results of which were used during the development of VCC. The hypervisor is much simpler than the one the VCC project aimed at verifying. The study presents techniques and frameworks for verifying system correctness with automated methods. An approach to modeling the underlying system architecture in first-order logic is presented. The study concludes that functional systems verification by applying automated methods is a feasible enterprise.
Chapter 4

Tool Comparison: VCC and Frama-C

This chapter discusses the relevant differences found between the two examined verification tools.

One of the first steps in the project was to do a preliminary evaluation of the verification tools, since there was not time to try to verify the full code base in both of the relevant tools. This evaluation was done by verifying a small subset of the real code base, only containing a few functions which had also had much of their code removed from them. While the size of this reduced code base was many times smaller than the original, it was still representative of the full code base in terms of functionality and coding style. The requirements that were verified in this preliminary test were simple functional conditions that could be inferred from examining what the remaining code actually calculated. This was necessary since this subset of the code no longer fulfilled any of the real requirements. From this preliminary test no great functional deficiency could be identified in either tool compared to the other, leading to the conclusion that the type of code that is possible to verify will not depend on the choice of tool. This is supported by the fact that both tools have been used in several previous case studies of large and complex code bases.

Neither was any great difference in annotation overhead or complexity between the two tools found. Frama-C and VCC use similar syntax for specifying functions contracts, invariants and ghost code. One slight advantage for Frama-C is that the function contracts can be organised into what is called behaviours, which can make the annotations more readable. Consider a VCC contract specification for a function that returns its largest parameter, as is shown in listing 4.1. Here \(\Rightarrow\) is a regular logical implication. The straight-forward equivalent contract in Frama-C is shown in listing 4.2.

But the same contract could be instead formalised using behaviours, as can be seen in listing 4.3 which makes the function contract more human-readable, especially as the contracts grow larger. This also has the benefit of enabling of the keywords disjoint and complete in the contract, which can be used to verify that for all inputs that satisfy the preconditions at most one, and at least one behaviour
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int max(int a, int b)
  (ensures \old(a) > \old(b)
    ==> \result == \old(a))
  (ensures \old(a) <= \old(b)
    ==> \result == \old(b));

Listing 4.1: VCC contract for a function returning the largest of two values.

/*@ ensures \old(a) > \old(b)
    ==> \result == \old(a);
  ensures \old(a) <= \old(b)
    ==> \result == \old(b);
*/
int max(int a, int b);

Listing 4.2: Frama-C contract for a function returning the largest of two values.

/*@ behavior a_is_larger:
    assumes a > b;
    ensures \result == \old(a);
  behavior b_is_larger_or_equal:
    assumes b >= a;
    ensures \result == \old(b);
*/
int max(int a, int b);

Listing 4.3: Frama-C contract equivalent to that in listing 4.2 using behaviours.

is applied, respectively. These properties would otherwise require complex logical
expressions to formalise.

When it comes to reasoning about the state of memory, the tools have their
own unique but similar challenges. VCC, because of its assumption that all code
is concurrent, introduces some additional work in proving that memory cannot be
changed by other threads during execution of a function, and that the executing has
ownership or access to the data it is trying to read and write. For a sequential code
base such as the one that was the subject of the case study, this is mostly accom-
plished with keywords such as \thread_local, \mutable and their equivalents for
arrays and structures. In Frama-C on the other hand, some extra effort is required
in proving that memory is not aliased, because of its weaker memory model not taking advantage of types in the same way that VCC does. This usually entails annotating contracts with the `separated`-keyword and pointer inequalities.

The small subset of the code base consisted of roughly 200 lines of code and 6 functions, 2 of which were simple mutator functions. After verifying the same requirements in both tools, the Frama-C version of the code contained 60 lines of annotations and the VCC version 35 lines. This difference was mostly due to the fact that behaviours were used to specify contracts in Frama-C, and that the behaviours were verified to be complete and disjoint (that is, slightly stronger requirements were actually verified in Frama-C). If the Frama-C contracts were written in a style similar to those in VCC, there would be about 15 lines of annotations less. In this small test verification there is still about 10 lines of annotation advantage for VCC, which is because the extra requirements needed in Frama-C’s weaker memory model are slightly more than those needed in VCC’s concurrent model. For larger projects with more complex functions the difference in annotation overhead will grow smaller, as a larger proportion of the annotation will specify functionality. Coupled with the fact that, just like regular code, readability is often more important than brevity, then the difference is negligible.

Unlike VCC, Frama-C does not report the time required for verification, which makes it difficult to compare the performance of the two tools. For the code base used in the comparison VCC verified each function in under fifteen milliseconds, although most of them much faster. All that can be said about Frama-C is that it too verified every function in a small fraction of a second. One difference in the tools which might affect the time required for verification of complex functions is that in VCC only an entire file or a single function contract can be verified at a time, whereas in Frama-C individual conditions within function contracts can also be verified by themselves. Changes can thus be made to the code or annotations without having to verify entire functions in every step of the process.

The main differences in the tools are then the non-technical aspects, such as their supported platforms and whether commercial support is available. Depending on the kind of system one may want to verify, the concurrency aspect must of course also be taken into consideration when choosing which tool to work with. One of the related studies showed that parallel execution can be simulated in sequential code and consequently verified in Frama-C, but a concurrent system will still likely be much simpler to verify using VCC. Eventually it was decided to continue the full verification effort with VCC, only because it fit the platforms and workflow of the principal company better. They primarily use Windows and Visual Studio for development, and as such VCC was simpler to incorporate.
Chapter 5

The Case Study

This chapter gives a high-level description of the module that was examined in the case study, and the requirements on it which were attempted to formally verify.

5.1 Code Base

The software that was the focus of the case study was a module controlling the steering systems in vehicles. This module is considered to be safety-critical, and is part of a larger embedded system. The module and all related code was written in the C language.

In general the concept of a module is not well defined, but for the purposes of this project it was considered to be a single C implementation file. This module consisted of 10 functions spanning roughly 1400 lines of code, including a few type definitions and macros specific to the module. One function acted as the entry point from which all other functions were called, forming a hierarchy of functions. The entry point function was called at a specific interval from the surrounding system. As is common in safety-critical systems the program flow of the software was simple, consisting only of if- and switch-statements, and function calls.

The module controlling the steering primarily interacted with two other modules. One of them was a diagnostics module whose implementation was unavailable during the case study, which meant that computations that depended on output of this module could not be considered for verification. Among other things, this module examined and logged the status of signals, and in a few cases reported results back, such as whether a given signal value was valid for use in the verified module.

The other module was performing all I/O to the global state of the system. For this module all source code was available, and contracts had to be annotated in order for the verification to be possible. In total 9 functions performing reads, writes, and status checks of different types of signals had to be involved in the verification process in this module. Some of the signals come from sensors directly mapped to memory, but the memory read through this module has been written to by an intermediate module which is called sequentially with the module of the
case study, ensuring that the memory does not change during execution. As such, even though the system itself is not strictly sequential, this does not affect the computations performed by the verified functions.

The global state of the module consisted of several sets of signals of various types, each with a value and status. Disregarding the diagnostics module, the module of the case study could mostly be viewed as a functional relation between the signals of the global state, i.e. a mapping from states before execution to states after, with a few exceptions where signals instead depended on previous executions of the module. Signals were not exclusively input or output, in some cases their usage overlapped.

Apart from the two aforementioned interacting modules many other header files were included in the project, containing mostly type definitions and macros for the entire system. This means that in reality several thousand more lines of code were involved in the verification.

In appendix A an example module is given, which is similar to the module of the case study in structure and program flow complexity. However, the handling of signals and computations performed is completely fictional and not realistic. It is also only a fraction of the size, and does not depend on any other modules.

5.2 Requirements

The document of requirements for the relevant module that was available for the project consisted of 27 separate requirements. The requirements were given both in natural and a more formal language. They were written to be used by engineers at the company with great knowledge of the embedded system, and not to be understandable by outsiders. They were also not written with either formal verification or any kind of functional model in mind.

The following is an example of what an informally specified requirement might look like: if the vehicle is moving without primary power steering then the secondary circuit should handle power steering. This requirement is taken from the example module in appendix A and might not be functionally realistic, but shows how a requirement might be specified in natural language. Requirements specified in this way could be preferable for other purposes, such as during implementation or testing.

Because of the nature of the requirements they lacked any implementation details, including how they related to memory within the embedded system.

5.3 Method

To perform the verification the type of requirements that it is possible to verify with the chosen tool had to be identified. The given requirements were classified into groups of different types, and the ones deemed verifiable were chosen for verification. A functional model was formalised, under which the verifiable requirements could
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be interpreted. A discussion of verifiable requirements and the proposal for the formal model that was used can be found in chapter 6.

In addition, variables in the requirements had to be mapped to memory locations within the software since no such relation existed.

The code base was initially annotated to verify memory safety and termination of all operations, before any verification of requirements was performed. Requirements were then chosen to be verified, and annotated at the top level of the module according to the model and mapping.

The requirements at the top level had to be decomposed to lower levels of the function hierarchy. Two strategies for doing this were formulated and applied in the annotation process. The annotation process is described in more detail in chapter 7, with some additional suggestions on how to annotate the code for easier verification when encountering common obstacles.

From the experience of having learnt the tools and performed the verification of requirements, guidelines for writing software that is easier to verify were conceived. These can be found in chapter 8.
Chapter 6

Verifiable Requirements

This chapter discusses what type of requirements can be verified, and proposes a model for specifying such requirements in a way that can be easily translated to annotations.

6.1 Functional Requirements

The tools that have been examined in this case study can only verify conditions that are strictly functional, i.e. they must be able to be expressed as mathematical functions.

In performing the case study many other types of requirements were discovered. One type of requirement stated that certain conditions should hold on the state before any execution took place. This cannot be translated to a functional condition, which can only state that if certain conditions hold in the initial state, then some other conditions will be fulfilled after the execution. In other words, only requirements that relate states from before and after execution are valid.

Another encountered type was temporal requirements, which state that a condition should hold for a certain time. This, by itself, cannot be expressed as a mathematical function, however there are ways to get around this. If the system is structured such that functions can be assumed to run at a specific interval, then time elapsed can be deduced simply by counting the number of executions. As such, temporal requirements can be written functionally, as seen in listing 6.1 assuming the appropriate logic exists within the code to handle the temporal condition.

Moreover, a functional specification can not contain any contradictions, as two such requirements can never be proven true simultaneously. However, a specification may contain partial functions, and as such it is allowed for the value of variables to be unspecified under certain conditions. For example, a requirement that states that if the vehicle is moving then the steering should be activated, but makes no mention of whether the steering should be activated when the vehicle is not moving, poses no problem for formal verification.
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Listing 6.1: C function with temporal requirement translated to functional.

```c
_int time_elapsed,
int state;

void run_10ms()
  _(ensures time_elapsed > 100 ==> state == 0)
{
  ...
  _(ghost time_elapsed += 10;)
  ...
}
```

6.2 Mapping of Variables

It is important that the verified properties correspond to the actual requirements, for the verification to hold any value. For this reason, a clear mapping between requirement variables and program memory must exist. Say a requirement might mention the speed of the vehicle, then there must also be a mention of what this means within the code, for example `state[SPEED]` which might be a global memory location. Lacking such a mapping will make the translation from requirements to annotations code much harder, if not impossible, and introduce additional assumptions under which the verification is performed.

For the verification to be sound the mapping must be precise, and it is not enough to state what requirement variables correspond to what program variables. In embedded systems, apart from signal values, it is common to also have a separate parameter for the status of a signal, which could take on values such as, say, initialised, faulty or good. A reference to vehicle speed in the requirements must then not only be mapped to the speed value measured by a sensor, but also to the status threshold for which there is enough confidence to use it in the computation.

6.3 Module-specific Requirements

A specification of requirements for a module should as far as possible impose conditions upon memory which the corresponding code has access to, or it is not possible to translate the requirement into annotations within that module, as they follow all the normal rules of scoping in C. For example, if a result is computed and then stored by calling a function in another module which writes it to its local memory, it is not possible within the first module to reason about the function’s effect on the state, unless that module also has access to the memory (e.g. by declaring it in a header which can be included in other modules). To some extent this can be worked
around with ghost code, by having the relevant functions in other modules return specific ghost variables, but it will introduce many complexities to the verification process.

It is also important that requirements are specified at the appropriate level in the program hierarchy. In section 6.1 an example of a non-functional condition which specified that certain conditions should hold before execution was used. Such a requirement would be more appropriate at the level of the program that initialises the state in which the module is executed.

Similarly, conditions on how one module’s execution affects the result of another module’s execution should preferably be stated on a level above both of them. Such a requirement should then be decomposed with only the relevant parts stated at each of the modules’ top level. For example, say a system consists of modules A, B, and C, where B and C are called consecutively from A. A requirement which states that if a certain error occurs in module B, then this event should be logged in module C, can not be annotated at the top level of either module B or C, but must be a requirement on module A. This requirement can then be decomposed to B and C depending on how their respective executions affects it.

6.4 A Requirements Model

In this section a model for formalising requirements, which incorporates the hardware and software of an embedded system, is proposed. It is then discussed how to use it to translate requirements to annotations at module level. The material here is just a brief summary, and the full detailed description can found in the thesis Formal Requirement Models for Automotive Embedded Systems by John Eriksson [13].

When defining this model the assumption is made that it is the functional behaviour of a module that is of interest, that is how an execution of the module relate initial values to final values (input and output). The requirements model consists of two views, an external and an internal, both of which is based around sets of variables. Two sets of variables are defined:

**state variables** comprise the module’s interface, together forming the state over which the module operates. A state value is considered an input if its value affects the final value of a state variable, and an output if its value changes during execution of the module.

**model variables** are local or intermediary variables.

The external view is then the collection of functions defining final values of outputs as mathematical expressions of inputs. The internal view introduces model variables, and consists of functions corresponding to decomposition of the external view. For example, say that the state variables are $s_1$, $s_2$, $s_3$ (and let primed variables denote their values after execution), then an external view for some functions $f, g$ may be:
$s'_1 = f(s_1, s_2), \quad s'_2 = g(s_3, f(s_1, s_2))$

Here, all $s_i$ are inputs and $s_1, s_2$ are outputs. The internal view could introduce the model variable $m_1$ such that:

$$m = f(s_1, s_2), \quad s'_1 = m, \quad s'_2 = g(s_3, m)$$

This model should be used to write the requirements for the module, and function as a tool for deriving the annotations in the C code. The external view would conceptually be sufficient for writing requirements and deriving annotations, but the introduction of model variables may help make them more readable, while also simplifying the annotation process since they can directly correspond to local variables anywhere in the module.

The translation to annotations at the top level in this model is straightforward: every requirement can be annotated as a postcondition consisting of an implication from the function input variables to the output variables. State variables can be referred to directly as program memory, whereas model variables will need to have ghost code added to the function.
Chapter 7

Code Annotation

This chapter describes a process for annotating code in order to verify its requirements. All of the examples in this chapter are taken from the example module given in appendix A, where the full annotated source code is given. Some of the examples have been slightly rewritten here, in order to be easier to understand on their own.

7.1 Preparatory Annotation

When verifying an advanced system some preparatory work in annotating the code will have to be expected, before it is possible to perform any verification of actual requirements. Both of the tested tools had trouble handling some of the preprocessor directives correctly, such as conditional inclusion of platform specific headers and compiler specific language extension. Such code had to be rewritten or removed in order to get the tools to even parse the program.

Another issue that will have to be taken care of to get the code base into a workable state is that of memory validity, otherwise the verification will fail every read and write to memory that exists in the code. Thus, annotations have to be inserted concerning the validity of all memory locations used. For example, consider the simple function in listing 7.1 that just reads global memory. Without any annotations VCC will fail to verify this, with a message saying that state[idx] is not thread local, which is required to safely read the memory. It would need to be annotated with both preconditions of the read-function in listing 7.2, which all callers then need to fulfill.

7.2 Decomposing Requirements

In describing the process of annotating the code for verification of requirements it is assumed that there already exists a model for translating the requirements to functions over states on the level of the module that will be verified, similar to the one described in section 6.4. How to break these requirements down to a functional level will depend on what the code base looks like. At the top level it is preferable
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```c
int state[NUM_SIGNALS]; // Global state
int read(int idx)
{
    if(idx < NUM_SIGNALS)
    {
        return state[idx];
    }
}
```

Listing 7.1: C function that reads global memory.

To be able to state conditions exactly as they appear in the formal requirements, both for the sake of readability and to minimise the risk of formalising incorrect requirements in the annotations. In the case study, the module only has a single entry point at the top level, from which all computation is performed. This makes it easy to use the requirements directly, translated into conditions over the state of memory at module level. A module might of course have several entry points, and then it is necessary already at the top level to divide the requirements into the relevant entry point functions. It is also preferable to perform the verification only one or a few requirements at a time, since it will be easier to understand why the verification has failed with fewer possible sources of error.

The next step is to break down the requirements from module level to function level. When doing this, two different approaches have primarily been employed, which will be called top-down and bottom-up. In the top-down approach, a single requirement is chosen for verification, and its trail of execution is followed through the functions which it is affected by. These functions are then annotated with contracts that will ensure that the requirement will be satisfied at the top level. The annotations will differ between the functions depending on how a specific function affects the requirement. The resulting contracts will be an incomplete specification of the function, that is sufficient for verification of the considered requirements.

In the bottom-up approach annotation is instead performed strictly at the function level, starting at the bottom of the call hierarchy. Each function is annotated with contracts stating everything that the function does, until the top level is reached and all requirements should then be fulfilled. In other words, contracts resulting from this approach will be complete specifications of their corresponding functions. Because of this, the annotation overhead will be larger when using the bottom-up approach.

These two approaches have been found to work well together, when using each for different type of functions. The bottom-up approach is well suited for small functions that many requirements will depend on. Examples of this could be mutator functions (often referred to as getters and setters), that is functions that simply
reads or writes values to memory. Listing 7.2 shows how two such complete specifications could look.

```c
int state[NUM_SIGNALS]; // Global state

int read(int idx)
    _(requires \thread_local_array(state, NUM_SIGNALS))
    _(requires 0 <= idx && idx < NUM_SIGNALS)
    _(ensures \result == state[idx]);

void write(int idx, int val)
    _(writes &state[idx])
    _(requires 0 <= idx && idx < NUM_SIGNALS)
    _(ensures state[idx] == val);
```

Listing 7.2: VCC contracts for simple mutator functions, annotated using bottom-up.

Top-down is more suited to larger functions containing many logical branches, where specifying the entire function at once is neither simple nor effective. Listing 7.3 contains the contract of a top level function, where reasoning over the variables occurs in the global state. Say that function (steering, in the example) reads the relevant values into a local data structure, calls another function (secondary_steering) which transforms the structure, and then the top level function writes the values back. The contract in listing 7.4 would then have been the result of using the top-down approach to annotate the second function, where the logic of each requirement has been followed and annotated on its own.

### 7.3 Ghost Code

Something that is often helpful when trying to specify the outcome of large conditionals, such as deeply nested if-clauses, is to introduce ghost variables that specify partial functions between states. For example, many times a function contains local variables that depend on several of its inputs, and which in turn affects several of its outputs. Such local variables can then be specified as partial results by ghost variables corresponding to their values. In listing 7.4 the ghost variable `model_vehicleIsMoving` could have a corresponding local variable, which is used to simplify the specification. It is of course important to then update these ghost variables accordingly in the logic of the function, which introduces another potential source of error. This is similar to the concept of model variables described in the proposal for a requirements model in section 6.4. Listing 7.5 shows another example where the ghost variable is updated according to the logic. Of course, in cases where model variables do not strictly correspond to a local variable within
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_listing_7.3:

```plaintext
_(ghost \bool model_vehicleIsMoving) // Intermediary ghost variable

void steering()
    _(writes \array_range(state, NUM_SIGNALS))
    _(writes &model_vehicleIsMoving)
    ...
    // Req. 2
    _(ensures \old(state[WHEEL_BASED_SPEED]) > VEH_MOVING_LIMIT
        ==> model_vehicleIsMoving == \true)
    ...
    // Req. 4
    _(ensures model_vehicleIsMoving == \true
        ==> state[SECONDARY_CIRCUIT_HANDLES_STEERING] == \true);
```

Listing 7.3: Partial VCC contract for a top level function. Uses intermediary ghost variable to simplify the specification.

_listing_7.4:

```plaintext
void secondary_steering(VEHICLE_INFO * veh_info)
    _(writes \extent(veh_info))
    _(writes &model_vehicleIsMoving)
    ...
    // Req. 2
    _(ensures \old(veh_info->wheelSpeed) > VEH_MOVING_LIMIT
        ==> model_vehicleIsMoving == \true)
    ...
    // Req. 4
    _(ensures model_vehicleIsMoving == \true
        ==> veh_info->secondCircHandlesStee == \true);
```

Listing 7.4: Partial VCC contract for a function that has been annotated using the top-down approach. Also uses intermediary ghost variable to simplify the specification.

the program, the ghost code used to update it will be more complex than a simple assignment.

7.4 Limited Variable Domains

It is common that the expected domain of a variable within a program is much smaller than its set of actual valid values. Particularly this occurs in C code when using enumerable types, where only a handful of values are of interest. However,
in reality an enum variable is backed by the integer type and as such can take the value of any valid integer. This introduces some complexity to the annotation, since the verification tool will check that the postconditions hold for all possible inputs. Consider the example given in listing 7.5. Here, the postcondition would not be possible to verify if the contract lacked the last precondition. This is because there are thousands of valid input values apart from the three listed in the type definition for which the postcondition would not be true. In cases where such preconditions are needed, other functions might then also need to be proven to only assign values within the expected domain.

```c
typedef enum { WORKING, NO_FLOW, SHORT_CIRCUIT } SENSOR_STATE;

void secondary_steering(SENSOR_STATE * sensor_state)
    _(writes &model_vehicleWithoutPowerSteering)
    _(requires \thread_local(sensor_state))
    _(requires *sensor_state == NO_FLOW
    || *sensor_state == SHORT_CIRCUIT
    || *sensor_state == WORKING)
    ...
    // Req. 3
    _(ensures \old(*sensor_state) != WORKING
        ==> model_vehicleWithoutPowerSteering == \true)
{
    int vehicleWithoutPowerSteering;
    if(*sensor_state == NO_FLOW || *sensor_state == SHORT_CIRCUIT)
    {
        vehicleWithoutPowerSteering = TRUE;
    }
    _(ghost model_vehicleWithoutPowerSteering
        = vehicleWithoutPowerSteering)
}
```

Listing 7.5: Partial VCC contract for a function requiring precondition on the domain

### 7.5 Failing Verification

Annotating code correctly is not always an easy task, and it is often hard to understand exactly why the verification of some condition fails. The tools do not offer much assistance other than pointing out the specific condition that failed to verify, but there are many reasons for why that may have happened. One reason could of course be that the code does not fulfill the requirements and a specific fault in the source code has been found. But it might also just be a bug in the annotation,
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or a lack of understanding of the internals of the verification tool that may have led to a misunderstanding of what exactly an annotation does. Similarly, a lack of understanding of the code itself may lead to wrongly specified annotations, when working from the bottom-up approach, even though the code does the correct thing. The only way to counteract such bugs is to make sure the annotations are actually correctly specified.

One final reason that a verification might fail, even though both the code and annotations are correct, is that the verification tool and its accompanying theorem prover are not powerful enough. In this case, one solution would be to give the tool some additional help, either by introducing assertions in the function body that helps proving the contract, or by reformulating the contract in an equivalent way but that is easier for the tool to prove, which again requires a thorough understanding of the internals of the tool. There is also the possibility that switching to another theorem prover than the tool's default one will give better results, or incorporating the use of interactive proof assistants. As with the contracts, the code itself may also be rewritten such that it performs the same computation, but is easier to handle for the verification tool. If all else fails, parts of the code may instead be manually reviewed. Isolating small sections of the software for manual review while formally verifying everything around it also fits well with the modular nature of the verification process.

Because of the expertise required in formal verification and the tools themselves, which often differs from that of a regular developer, there is also the pitfall of having successfully verified something different than what was intended.

7.6 Automating Annotation

From having performed this case study and manually annotated all functions of the relevant code base, some observations on how parts of this process could be automated have been made.

First of all a large portion of the annotations will simply pertain to the use of memory. Functions will need preconditions for memory it needs to be writable or readable. In a multi-threaded context this issue would be more complex, but since in the context of this case study only sequential code is of interest, the relevant annotations could simply be inferred from the reads and writes that are present in the code. Any calling function should then easily be able to prove that it fulfills these preconditions, either from having allocated the memory or its own similar automatically generated annotations.

The specification of requirements as annotations at the top level of the module could also be automated, assuming the requirements are stated in a machine readable manner, and are functional with the appropriate mapping for all requirements variables to program memory available. In that case, the mathematical conditions of the requirements only need to be translated into the corresponding notation of the annotation language, with all requirement variable names substituted for their
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program counterparts. If the requirements use a model similar to the one described in section 6.4, then intermediary variables that do not exist in the global state of the system can just as easily be substituted for the expressions they represent. Alternatively, they may be inserted as ghost variables to be more readable for humans, as described in section 7.3, but then the appropriate logic still has to be handled manually.

Thus remains the issue of decomposing the requirements to all the functions in the hierarchy. No complete solution has been identified for this yet, but much like the bottom-up approach of the manual decomposition described in section 7.2, it could be possible to automatically infer a full specification of all functions from their implementations, using symbolic execution to calculate strongest postconditions as discussed in section 2.5. This is especially true when the program flow complexity is low, which is commonly true for safety-critical systems.
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Writing Verifiable Code

This chapter discusses what type of code can be verified, and outlines recommendations for how to write code that will be easy to verify, and what pitfalls to avoid to minimise the amount of obstacles encountered.

The way that a code base is written can greatly affect how easy it is to verify it. For example, as mentioned in chapter 7, the tools have problems with platform and compiler specific language extensions. Such code should be avoided to the furthest extent possible, in order to produce more easily verifiable code. This chapter discusses additional guidelines for writing verifiable code.

8.1 Type-safety

One of the most important things to be aware of when writing code that is supposed to be continuously verified is the underlying memory model of the verifier. Even though C's own type system is weak, verification tools can take advantage of well written code and elevate it to stronger type models. To enable the verifier to do this it is important that the code is written in a type-safe manner. This includes using well-defined data types, avoiding implicit conversion between types, as well as aliasing of distinct memory objects. In listing 8.1 one example of type unsafe code is shown. Not only will the example code complicate verification, but it actually invokes undefined behaviour according to the C standard's strict aliasing, so the result depends on the specific compiler and environment. This means that the code will likely compile and work fine in most situations, and as such methods other than formal verification, such as unit testing, might never find the possible error. Even without the goal of verifying the code, safety-critical systems should adhere to these practices.

8.2 Modular Code

Because of the compositional nature of the verification tools, writing modular code is another way to simplify the verification process. Isolating distinct functionality
into separate modules means that there is less room for error during the entire process. There is also less overhead at the beginning of the verification process, as it can be focused on a smaller set of requirements at a time. It is also important that there is as little interdependence between the different modules as possible, since otherwise all the modules that one specific module is dependent on will have to be involved in the process, and there is little to gain by modularisation. In particular, it is useful to separate safety-critical and non-safety-critical functionality. This allows the verification effort to be focused on where it matters the most.

The same strategy is just as useful when structuring a single module. Writing small and specific functions allows for easier decomposition of the requirements, and decreases the complexity and annotation overhead as the verification can be focused on fewer requirements at a time.

### 8.3 No Dependence on Previous Executions

One big obstacle encountered when trying to verify certain requirements was that because the verification tools only allow specifying conditions over a single execution, functions that depend on previous executions complicate the verification. For example, a function might perform some extra error checking for a certain amount of executions after having encountered a bad signal. This mostly occurs with the use of local static variables. Since they are not part of the global state there is no simple way to reason about the behaviour of the function depending on their values, as a function contract operates outside the scope of the function body. There are ways to get around this, such as introducing additional ghost variables which correspond to the values of local static variables. The drawback is that these ghost
variables then must be updated within the body of the function with the appropriate logic, and the specification then becomes closely tied to the implementation. A better solution would be to think about this when writing the code, and store such values to globally accessible memory so that contracts can be specified as functions from one state to another. Listing 8.2 shows how a function depending on previous executions can also be expressed by only relying on the globally accessible state.

```c
int bar(int n) {
    static int counter = 0; // local static counter
    if(counter >= 10) counter = 0;
    ++counter;
    return n;
}

int counter = 0; // global counter
int baz(int n) {
    if(counter >= 10) counter = 0;
    ++counter;
    return n;
}
```

Listing 8.2: Two equivalent C functions. The top one depends on previous executions, while the bottom one only depends on the current state.

8.4 Boolean Variables

Requirements and programs will commonly contain boolean variables, and often will specify conditions both for when they hold and when the inversions hold. In section 7.4 the problem of limited variable domains was discussed, and the same problem occurs with boolean variables, where the domain is expected to only have two values. Since a boolean data type was not part of the C standard for a long time, a common way to handle boolean variables in C is to define the type using some other backing data type. Listing 8.3 shows one example of how this might be done, and subsequently how a simple inversion of a postcondition can then not be verified.

The C99 standard introduced a real boolean type, which is called _Bool and requires the stdbool.h header. Assuming a relatively modern compiler is used, this problem can easily be avoided by using the new type. Since this type only has two values in its domain, both of the postconditions in the example can easily be verified.
typedef unsigned char bool;
#define FALSE ((bool)0)
#define TRUE ((bool)1)

bool qux(bool b)
  _(ensures b == TRUE ==> \result == TRUE)
  _(ensures b != TRUE ==> \result == FALSE) // cannot be verified
{
  if(b) {
    return TRUE;
  } else {
    return FALSE;
  }
}

Listing 8.3: A common way to handle boolean variables in C.
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Case Study Results and Analysis

The code base that was the focus of the case study had 27 requirements associated with it. Out of these, 6 requirements were identified as not specific to the relevant module. This was because they were conditions that should hold prior to the module running, specification on how data should be stored in another module, or otherwise not exclusively related to the module of the case study. All of these are believed to be verifiable if the scope of the project was not limited to a single module.

Another 3 requirements were identified as being temporal requirements. They stated that certain conditions should hold for a certain time, and were therefore not strictly functional. In another model it is possible that these requirements could have been verified as well.

Finally, 5 more requirements were discarded, since they depended on output from other modules for which the specification was unavailable in this project. With more time, an attempt at verifying these could have been made, under certain assumptions on how to interpret the output of the other modules.

Out of the 13 remaining requirements, 10 were considered to have been successfully verified. The last 3 requirements were not verified only because of lack of time.

Since no mapping from requirement variables to memory in the application was available, assumptions had to be made of the relation between program state and requirements. Because of the naming of variables, this was often straight-forward.

Some of the 10 verified requirements did not impose conditions on the state after running the module, but rather intermediary results during execution. These were verified under assumptions on what the intermediary results would mean with respect to the actual code.

Apart from the explicitly stated requirements, many other properties were implicitly verified during this process, such as memory safety of the relevant state during execution of the module, termination of all functions in the module, and that parts of the code that were supposed to be unreachable would never be executed.

Under the interpretation of the requirements as functional conditions before and
after execution, two were also discovered to be contradictory to each other. This is a downside of the functional model, as the order of evaluation is not taken into account.

In total the verification effort required about 700 lines of annotations, which is close to half the number of lines of code of the implementation of the module. However, considering that more code than the implementation of the functions were involved, this ratio is in practice smaller.

Not counting functions called in other modules, for some of which the source code was not available for the purpose of the project, a total of 10 functions were annotated and verified. Performing the verification in VCC took on average 165 seconds for the entire module, or just short of 3 minutes. The hardest function for VCC to verify took 65 seconds.
Chapter 10

Conclusion

The results of the case study show that it is currently possible to use the available state-of-the-art tools for formal verification to verify functional requirements on embedded code, specifically safety-critical code as is used in the real world right now. Several of the specified requirements on the module that was the focus in this project were successfully verified, while for many others the reasons for not having been verified within the scope of this project were clearly identified.

A process for performing the verification has been described, from specifying verifiable requirements to annotating the code base. Specific methods for decomposing requirements on the module level to annotations at the different function levels have been formalised and shown to work.

A collection of guidelines for writing code that can easily and continuously be verified has been proposed, most of which stem from problems encountered during the case study.

Formal verification of a complex code base is a large undertaking, so automation of parts of the process is desirable. Some ways in which this can be done have been identified, but whether this can be achieved for the process of decomposing requirements remains unsolved, and could be a possible future extension to the project.
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Appendix A

Example C Module

This appendix contains the requirements as well as the annotated source code for a complete example module. It has been written specifically for this thesis, but is in some ways inspired by the real module that was examined in the case study.

A.1 Requirements

The requirements for the example module are all functional and specified in an informal language. They can be seen in table A.1. The requirements were written to be easy to understand, and their contents are not realistic.

The example requirements were written in informal language with no mapping to program variables, to highlight how such requirements can be interpreted in a formal manner when being converted to annotations. For example, looking at the first requirement and the code, it has been assumed that primary circuit has no flow corresponds to a value of 1 (or true) of the program variable state[PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_LOW_FLOW].

The specification contains only requirements that are in some way interdependent, and they show all the types of variables discussed in section 6.4. Input variables would be the sensors for circuit voltage and wheel speed, while an output variable would be the actuator for activating the electric motor. The boolean value of whether the vehicle is considered to be moving is a model variable, affected by the speed and affecting the power steering. Depending on the interpretation, the variable for whether the secondary circuit should handle power steering could be considered an input and an output, or an output and a model variable.

A.2 Annotated Source Code

In the example, a module is a single C source file. The annotated code of the example module can be seen in listing A.1. As with the requirements for the module, the actual computations are not realistic. However, the low complexity of the program flow and the structure is similar to the module examined in the case study. The
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Requirement Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>If the primary circuit has no flow or a short circuit is detected then the primary circuit cannot provide power steering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The vehicle is considered to be moving if the wheel based speed signal is greater than 3 km/h.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>If the vehicle is moving and the primary circuit cannot provide power steering then the vehicle is moving without primary power steering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If the vehicle is moving without primary power steering then the secondary circuit should handle power steering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>If the secondary circuit is providing power steering and the parking brake is not set then the electric motor must be activated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Requirements for the example module.

The example module is also only a fraction of the size of the real module, and there is little to no code not directly related to the given requirements.

Many other things that might occur in a real system have been simplified, such as only having one type for signals, disregarding the quality of signals and having no dependence on other modules.

The function `steering` is the entry point function from which the rest of the module is called, and the top level at which all requirements have been specified as annotations. The example showcases the use of ghost code that corresponds to intermediary values, as well as how the first four requirements would have been specified without the intermediary values, which is by combining them into a single postcondition by substitution. In this case combining the requirements is manageable, but it is easy to see how requirements containing many intermediary variables could become complex enough to be hard to understand when annotated this way.

The example also shows the use of both annotation strategies proposed in chapter 7: the function `secondary_steering` has been annotated using the top-down approach, while bottom-up has been used for all other functions.

Listing A.1: Annotated source code for the full example module.

```c
/*
 * This module controls the steering system of vehicles.
 * The following is a list of requirements it should adhere to.
 * Req. 1:
 * If the primary circuit has no flow
 * or a short circuit is detected
```
then the primary circuit cannot provide power steering.

Req. 2: The vehicle is considered to be moving if the wheel based speed signal is greater than 3 km/h.

Req. 3: If the vehicle is moving and the primary circuit cannot provide power steering then the vehicle is moving without primary power steering.

Req. 4: If the vehicle is moving without primary power steering then the secondary circuit should handle power steering.

Req. 5: If the secondary circuit is providing power steering and the parking brake is not set then the electric motor must be activated.

*/

#include <vcc.h>

#define VEH_MOVING_LIMIT 3

#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0

typedef enum
{
    WORKING,
    NO_FLOW,
    SHORT_CIRCUIT,
} SENSOR_STATE;

typedef struct
{
    int wheelSpeed;
    int parkingBrake;
    int primLowFlow;
    int primHighVoltage;
    int secondCircHandlesStee;
    int electricMotorAct;
} VEHICLE_INFO;

typedef enum
{
    PARKING_BRAKE_APPLIED,
    PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_LOW_FLOW,
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58 PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_HIGH_VOLTAGE,  
59 WHEEL_BASED_SPEED,  
60 SECONDARY_CIRCUIT_HANDLES_STEERING,  
61 ELECTRIC_MOTOR_ACTIVATED,  
62 NUM_SIGNALS  
63 } SIGNAL;  
64  
65 // ghost variables representing model_variables in requirements  
66 _(ghost \bool model_vehicleIsMoving;)  
67 _(ghost \bool model_vehicleMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering;)  
68 _(ghost \bool model_primaryCircuitProvidingPowerSteering;)  
69  
70 int state[NUM_SIGNALS]; // Global state  
71  
72 /*  
73 Reads the specified signal from the state.  
74 */  
75 int _(pure) read(SIGNAL idx)  
76 _(reads &state[idx])  
77 _(requires \thread_local_array(state, NUM_SIGNALS))  
78 _(requires 0 <= idx && idx < NUM_SIGNALS)  
79 _(ensures \result == state[idx])  
80 _(decreases 0)  
81 {  
82 if(idx < NUM_SIGNALS)  
83 {  
84     return state[idx];  
85 }  
86 }  
87  
88 /*  
89 Writes the specified signal to the state.  
90 */  
91 void write(SIGNAL idx, int val)  
92 _(writes &state[idx])  
93 _(requires 0 <= idx && idx < NUM_SIGNALS)  
94 _(ensures state[idx] == val)  
95 _(decreases 0)  
96 {  
97 if(idx < NUM_SIGNALS)  
98 {  
99     state[idx] = val;  
100 }  
101 }  
102  
103 /*  
104 Reads the current state of the system.  
105 */  
106 void get_system_state(VEHICLE_INFO * veh_info)
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107  _(requires \thread_local_array(state, NUM_SIGNALS))
108  _(writes \extent(veh_info))
109  _(ensures \extent_mutable(veh_info))
110  _(ensures veh_info->wheelSpeed == \old(state[WHEEL_BASED_SPEED]))
111  _(ensures veh_info->parkingBrake == \old(state[PARKING_BRAKE_APPLIED]))
112  _(ensures veh_info->primLowFlow == \\old(state[PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_LOW_FLOW]))
113  _(ensures veh_info->primHighVoltage == \\old(state[PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_HIGH_VOLTAGE]))
114  _(ensures veh_info->secondCircHandlesStee == \\old(state[SECONDARY_CIRCUIT_HANDLES_STEERING]))
115  _(ensures veh_info->electricMotorAct == \\old(state[ELECTRIC_MOTOR_ACTIVATED]))
116  _(decreases 0)
117  {
118      veh_info->wheelSpeed = read(WHEEL_BASED_SPEED);
119      veh_info->parkingBrake = read(PARKING_BRAKE_APPLIED);
120      veh_info->primLowFlow = read(PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_LOW_FLOW);
121      veh_info->primHighVoltage = read(PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_HIGH_VOLTAGE);
122      veh_info->secondCircHandlesStee = 
123          read(SECONDARY_CIRCUIT_HANDLES_STEERING);
124      veh_info->electricMotorAct = read(ELECTRIC_MOTOR_ACTIVATED);
125  }
126
127  /***************************************************************************/
128  void eval_prim_sensor_state(VEHICLE_INFO * veh_info, SENSOR_STATE * 
129      sensor_state)
130  _(requires \extent_mutable(veh_info))
131  _(writes sensor_state)
132  _(ensures veh_info->primHighVoltage == \true 
133      ==> *sensor_state == SHORT_CIRCUIT)
134  _(ensures veh_info->primHighVoltage != \true 
135      && veh_info->primLowFlow == \true 
136      ==> *sensor_state == NO_FLOW)
137  _(ensures veh_info->primHighVoltage == \false 
138      && veh_info->primLowFlow == \false 
139      ==> *sensor_state == WORKING)
140  _(ensures *sensor_state == NO_FLOW 
141      || *sensor_state == SHORT_CIRCUIT 
142      || *sensor_state == WORKING)
143  _(decreases 0)
144  {
145      if(veh_info->primHighVoltage == TRUE)
146          { *sensor_state = SHORT_CIRCUIT; 
147          }
148      else if(veh_info->primLowFlow == TRUE)
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150
151     { *sensor_state = NO_FLOW;
152     }
153     else
154     { *sensor_state = WORKING;
155     }
156 }
157 }
158
159 /* Evaluates whether steering should be handled by the secondary circuit. */
160 */
161 void secondary_steering(VEHICLE_INFO * veh_info, SENSOR_STATE * sensor_state)
162     _(writes \extent(veh_info))
163     _(writes &model_vehicleIsMoving, &model_vehicleMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering)
164     _(requires \thread_local(sensor_state))
165     _(requires *sensor_state == NO_FLOW || *sensor_state == SHORT_CIRCUIT || *sensor_state == WORKING)
166     // Req. 2
167     _(ensures \old(veh_info->wheelSpeed) > VEH_MOVING_LIMIT ==> model_vehicleIsMoving == \true)
168     // Req. 3
169     _(ensures model_vehicleIsMoving == \true && \old(*sensor_state) != WORKING ==> model_vehicleMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering == \true)
170     // Req. 4
171     _(ensures model_vehicleMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering == \true ==> veh_info->secondCircHandlesStee == \true)
172     // Req. 5
173     _(ensures veh_info->secondCircHandlesStee == \true && \old(veh_info->parkingBrake) == \false ==> veh_info->electricMotorAct == \true)
174     _(ensures \extent_mutable(veh_info))
175     _(decreases 0)
176 }
177 char vehicleIsMoving;
178 char vehicleIsMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering;
179 // Check whether the vehicle is moving.
180 if(veh_info->wheelSpeed > VEH_MOVING_LIMIT)
```
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{  vehicleIsMoving = TRUE;
}
else
{
  vehicleIsMoving = FALSE;
}

// Check whether vehicle is moving without primary power steering.
if(vehicleIsMoving == TRUE &&
   (*sensor_state == NO_FLOW || *sensor_state == SHORT_CIRCUIT))
{
  vehicleIsMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering = TRUE;
}
else
{
  vehicleIsMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering = FALSE;
}

// Let secondary circuit handle steering if necessary.
if(vehicleIsMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering == TRUE)
{
  veh_info->secondCircHandlesStee = TRUE;
}

// Activate the electric motor.
if(veh_info->secondCircHandlesStee == TRUE
   && veh_info->parkingBrake == FALSE)
{
  veh_info->electricMotorAct = TRUE;
}

_(ghost model_vehicleMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering
   = vehicleIsMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering;)
_(ghost model_vehicleIsMoving = vehicleIsMoving;)

/*
 Module entry point function.
 */
void steering()

  _(writes \array_range(state, NUM_SIGNALS))
  _(writes &model_vehicleIsMoving,
      &model_vehicleMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering,
      &model_primaryCircuitProvidingPowerSteering)

  // Req. 1-4 without intermediary variables
  _(ensures (\old(state[PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_HIGH_VOLTAGE]) == \true ||
            \old(state[PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_LOW_FLOW]) == \true)
```
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247    && \old(state[WHEEL_BASED_SPEED]) > VEH_MOVING_LIMIT
248    ==> state[SECONDARY_CIRCUIT_HANDLES_STEERING] == \true)
249
250    // Req. 1
251    _{ensures \old(state[PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_HIGH_VOLTAGE]) == \true ||
252     \old(state[PRIMARY_CIRCUIT_LOW_FLOW]) == \true)
253    ==> model_primaryCircuitProvidingPowerSteering == \false)
254
255    // Req. 2
256    _{ensures \old(state[WHEEL_BASED_SPEED]) > VEH_MOVING_LIMIT
257     ==> model_vehicleIsMoving == \true)
258
259    // Req. 3
260    _{ensures model_vehicleIsMoving == \true
261     && model_primaryCircuitProvidingPowerSteering == \false
262     ==> model_vehicleMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering == \true)
263
264    // Req. 4
265    _{ensures model_vehicleMovingWithoutPrimaryPowerSteering == \true
266     ==> state[SECONDARY_CIRCUIT_HANDLES_STEERING] == \true)
267
268    // Req. 5
269    _{ensures state[SECONDARY_CIRCUIT_HANDLES_STEERING] == \true
270     && \old(state[PARKING_BRAKE_APPLIED]) == \false
271     ==> state[ELECTRIC_MOTOR_ACTIVATED] == \true)
272
273    _{decreases 0)
274 
275    VEHICLE_INFO veh_info;
276    SENSOR_STATE prim_sensor;
277
278    get_system_state(&veh_info);
279
280    eval_prim_sensor_state(&veh_info, &prim_sensor);
281    _{ghost model_primaryCircuitProvidingPowerSteering
282     = (prim_sensor == WORKING));
283
284    secondary_steering(&veh_info, &prim_sensor);
285
286    write(SECONDARY_CIRCUIT_HANDLES_STEERING,
287           veh_info.secondCircHandlesStee);
288    write(ELECTRIC_MOTOR_ACTIVATED, veh_info.electricMotorAct);
```

Listing A.1: Annotated source code for the full example module.
A.3. Result of Verification in VCC

The output from VCC when verifying the example module can be see in listing A.2.
As can be seen, the annotated contracts of all functions were successfully verified.

---

Listing A.2: Output when verifying the example module in VCC.